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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two options are advantages of using the Cisco IOS Device
Sensor as compared to other profiling probes'? (Choose two.)
A. reduces the amount of traffic going to a Cisco ISE server
B. collects switch CPU and RAM usage for monitoring purposes
C. replaces all the other profiling probes
D. provides DHCP information to a Cisco ISE server without
using an IP helper address
E. uses RADIUS authentication messages to send gathered data to
a Cisco ISE server
Answer: B,E
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Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of these threats can the Firebox prevent with the default
packet handling settings? (Select four.)
A. Viruses in email messages
B. Access to inappropriate websites
C. Flood attacks
D. Denial of service attacks
E. IP spoofing
F. Malware in downloaded files
G. Port scans
Answer: C,D,E,G
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
B: The default configuration of the XTM device is to block DDoS
attacks.
C: In a flood attack, attackers send a very high volume of
traffic to a system so it cannot examine and allow permitted
network traffic. For example, an ICMP flood attack occurs when
a system receives too many ICMP ping commands and must use all
of its resources to send reply commands. The XTM device can
protect against these types of flood attacks: IPSec, IKE, ICMP.
SYN, and UDP.
E: When the Block Port Space Probes (port scans) and Block
Address Space Probes check boxes are selected, all incoming
traffic on all interfaces is examined by the XTM device.
CG: Default packet handling can reject a packet that could be a
security risk, including packets that could be part of a
spoofing attack or SYN flood attack
Reference:
http://www.watchguard.com/help/docs/wsm/xtm_11/en-US/index.html
#en-US/
intrusionprevention/default_pkt_handling_opt_about_c.html%3FToc
Path%3DDefault%2520Threat%
2520Protection%7CAbout%2520Default%2520Packet%2520Handling%2520
Options%7C_____0

NEW QUESTION: 4
HOTSPOT
Your network contains an Active Directory forest named
contoso.com.
The connect to the forest by using Ldp.exe and receive the
output as shown in the following exhibit.

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that
completes each statement based on the information presented in
the graphic.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
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